Advertisement for Empanelment as Stringers in Doordarshan Kendra, Aizawl
Prasar Bharati
Regional News Unit, Doordarshan Kendra, Aizawl
Doordarshan Kendra, Aizawl invites application for empanelment as Stringers/from Proprietor,
Partnership firm, Corporate body / Organization with experience in visuals coverage. Stringers are
required in the following Districts: Aizawl , Lunglei , Siaha , Kolasib Champhai , Mamit, Serchhip,
Lawngtlai, Saitual, Khawzawl and Hnahthial.
Empanelled Stringers are expected to service the Doordarshan Kendra news coverages, as also
coverages, in DVC-Pro/DV-CAM/CCD/Mini DV for short features on news, current affairs, sports,
business and other subject. Applicants equipped with four- wheel vehicles, should have qualification,
experience and expertise in cinematography/videography/news gathering/broadcast journalism.
Details of other terms and conditions prescribed in Guidelines issued by Directorate General,
Doordarshan New Delhi vide their Memo. No. 3/4/2003-P-III dated 02.07.2010 can be downloaded
from website prasarbharati.gov.in or may be obtained from the Head of News, RNU, Aizawl on all
working days between 10.00 am to 4.00 pm till last date for submission of Applications.
The Stringers will be paid for coverage irrespective of length of footage or its usage but inclusive of
transportation and delivery charges for (i) local coverage of duration of 6 hours @ Rs. 1500 per
coverage and in case duration of 6 hours is exceeded or when it involves locations apart for more
than10 Kms., it will be treated as two coverage and 2nd coverage will be paid @Rs. 1000. In the case of
outstation coverage, which are coverage undertaken beyond the geographic limit of the town of the
Kendra, the Stringer’s fee would be Rs. 1800/- irrespective of length of the footage or usage of the
coverage, inclusive of transportation and delivery charges.
Stringers should have adequate facilities and equipment to undertake the coverage. Copies of proof of
Academic and Technical qualifications, Experience and Equipment ownership must be submitted along
with the Application. A physical verification of the equipments and documents will be done at the time.
Stringers will be removed from the panel on all or any of the following grounds:
1.
When the Stringer refuses to cover the assigned coverages on two or more occasions;
2.
If the coverages are poor in content or in technical quality (poor audio quality, noisy video,
variation in luminance level, defocused pictures etc.);
3.
Delay in providing timely coverage;
4.
When the Stringer is suspected to be sub-contracting the assigned work to others;
5.
If the Stringers are found to be operating a cartel system among themselves;
6.
If the information furnished by the Stringers in application form for empanelment is found to be
incorrect;
7.
Any act on the part of the stringer which creates embarrassment to Prasar Bharati.
Applications in the prescribed format at Annexure ‘A’ duly supported with Demand Draft of Rs. 1000/towards non-refundable processing fee in favour of Drawing & Disbursing Officer, Doordarshan Kendra,
Aizawl should be submitted in a sealed cover with superscription “Empanelment of Stringers of DD
News” within one month from the date of publication of the advertisement to the following address:
DIRECTOR(News), REGIONAL NEWS UNIT, DOORDARSHAN KENDRA, Aizawl.

